


1. Universal Search, search by  
name, mobile number, IMEI,
SIM Card and Employee Number

2. Invoice and Reporting Workflow

3. Quickly view the number of  
active numbers, suspended  
devices, no usage lines and  
cancellation candidates as  
well as your 12 months
overview costs

4. Easily monitor trends and  
outstanding items from  
the dashboard

5. Quickly view all your mobility  
costs by account number,  
view trends and drill down  
on costs

Dashboard
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1. States related

2. Export the data into excel

3. View the most recent invoice  
cost of the device and the  
contract balance

4. Easily Suspend/Cancel service

Zero Usage Lines
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1. The Pulse Portal gives you
complete information about any  
line you manage in one concise  
view, from all carrier details to  
business unit details

2. From within the device you are  
able to add roaming packages,  
completed SIM Card changes,  
reset voicemail passwords,
enable call forwarding and
more for a majority of all North  
American Carriers right from the  
Pulse Portal

3. View invoice details, usage  
details as well as all activity  
completed within the system  
is tracked under activity. Easily  
send a copy of a users invoice  
directly from the system.
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1. View all the lines of service
and device types based on
filters selected below

2. Add filters on demand based
on usage, device details and
cost centre data

3. The filters offer plenty of  
flexibility with Greater Than,  
Less Than, Equals, Doesn’t  
Include and more

4. Search across all columns in one  
easy search bar. These search  
results also act as a filter when  
the data is exported to Excel

5. Device detail based on the filters  
above are cleanly layedout with  
the ability move columns and to  
also select multiple devices for  
bulk edit changes. Easily export  
this data to PDF or Excel

6. Customize your report with over  
50 data points

Mobile Inventory &
Customized Reporting
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1. Provide high level information  
to business unit leader

2. Summarize devices into their  
specific cost center regardless  
of carrier

3. Allow business unit leader to  
request device’s to be updated,  
suspended or cancelled

Monthly Management  
Reports for Managers
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1. End-Users are able to view all
their devices and easily switch
between them

2. View all device details including  
upgrade status and cost

3. All end users have the ability to  
self-administer their devices,  
these items are all customizable

4. The End-User has the ability to  
view all their historical billing, call  
details as well as all activity they  
have performed on their device

5. End users have access to live chat  
for support related questions.

Individual User Portal
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